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Norbert Steiner,

Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors

11 May 2011, Kassel

Experience growth.

 

 

Dear Shareholders, 

Dear Shareholder Representatives,  

Dear Representatives of the Media 

Dear Guests, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

On behalf of the Board of Executive Directors of K+S Aktiengesellschaft, I welcome 

you warmly to our Annual General Meeting, here in the Kongress Palais Kassel – 

Stadthalle, or wherever you are following my report on the Internet. I welcome you all 

with our traditional miners’ greeting “Good luck”. 

 

The title of our current financial report “Experience growth” , is at the same time our 

leitmotif. I am pleased to be able to tell you that it is completely appropriate, also in 

respect of our earnings position. We have emerged strengthened from the crisis, are 

able to look back on a very successful financial year and have made an extremely 

good start to the new year. 
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However, before I go into details, I would like to turn to the, so to speak, complemen-

tary motto of our Corporate and Sustainability report, “Sustainable growth” . Be-

cause growth simply for growth’s sake is no objective for us. As a raw materials com-

pany, we have to think and act long term and take account of the interests of all 

stakeholders adequately. Our strategy is aimed towards sustainable economic 

growth that creates values. 

 

In my report about financial year 2010 it becomes clear that sustainable growth and 

corporate success, which is measurable in figures, need not be mutually exclusive. 

The same holds true when I report about the start to the new year and present our 

goals and directions for 2011 as a whole to you. At the end of my speech, I shall dis-

cuss the main resolutions proposed to today’s shareholders’ meeting by the Board of 

Executive Directors and the Supervisory Board. 
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First, let me turn to the motto of our Corporate and Sustainability report, “Sustain-

able growth” . 
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Experience Growth – Sustainable Growth
K+S Group

Growth requires
resources

Expansion of strategic
business sectors

Growth requires
balance

Balance of economy,
ecology and social
responsibility

Growth requires
the future

Sustainable
personnel policy
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

Sustainable growth is our subject, it is a demand we make of ourselves. Sustainable 

growth has many facets. I would like to focus on three of them. They are, so to 

speak, fundamental insights, which form the basis of our thinking and action. 

 

Firstly – Growth requires resources:  Already now, our production can access 

enormous resources of high-quality potash and rock salts in Germany, and in South 

and North America. But we are continuing to strengthen our raw material and produc-

tion basis, and in this way we are expanding our strategic business sectors. Thus we 

are consolidating the substance of our – your – Company and increasing its interna-

tional competitiveness. 

 

Secondly – Growth requires balance:  Already now, we are doing a lot to achieve a 

fair balance of economic, ecological and social concerns. It corresponds to our un-

derstanding of sustainable corporate management, that there can be no standstill 

here, even if large investments are required. That is why we want to increase soci-

ety's support for our work. 

 

And thirdly – Growth requires the future: Already now, we are supporting our stra-

tegic goals with a forward-looking personnel policy. But demographic and sociopoliti-

cal change in Europe and North America also present us with a particular challenge: 

We are meeting it in a wide variety of ways and thus keeping our employees, by far 

our most precious “capital”, fit for the future. 

 

I shall now examine these three points in a little more depth. First, “Growth requires 

resources”. 
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Sustainable Corporate Growth

� Prolongation of average useful life of our mines

� Strengthening the whole K+S Group in Europe and ove rseas

Growth Requires Resources

( Continuation of K+S growth strategy: Acquisition of Potash One

( Examination of expansion of capacities in Germany: Siegfried-Giesen, Roßleben

( Intensive prospecting/exploration in existing mines

 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

You know that our corporate strategy is based on two pillars – fertilizers, in particular, 

potash and magnesium products, and salt. As regards salt, we have made great 

steps forward in recent years. In light of globally rising demand for potash, however, 

we had also dedicated ourselves to expanding our own resources in this business 

sector over the medium term. That is why, in the past years, we have carefully ana-

lysed many projects all over the world. 

 

With the acquisition of the Canadian exploration company Potash One, with its rich 

potash deposits, we have now taken an important step. The successful acquisition of 

over 90 per cent of its shares took place in February with the remaining shares being 

taken over by the end of March. We now have full control of the company. Now we 

will construct a new potash plant in Saskatchewan, which will start supplying prod-

ucts from 2015.  

 

Nonetheless, we continue examining which deposits – in Germany too – are suitable 

for the construction of further production capacities. We have therefore started to ex-

amine the geological, technical and economic aspects of a possible recommence-

ment of extraction for our Siegfried-Giesen potash plant in Lower Saxony, which was 
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closed in 1987 and since then been operated as a reserve mine. The feasibility study 

will probably be available this summer. If we come to a – particularly economic –  

significant positive conclusion, production will not, however, be able to start immedi-

ately. The approval procedures and construction measures will take some time.  

 

Moreover, in autumn 2008 already, we declared our interest in acquiring the Roß-

leben potash plant in Thuringia, which was closed in 1991. The owner, the Gesell-

schaft zur Verwahrung und Verwertung von stillgelegten Bergwerksbetrieben (GVV) 

in Sondershausen, wants to recommence discussions with us in June, which were 

suspended by GVV last autumn. 

 

Of course, we are also continuing to explore our existing mines very intensively. To 

this end, we are, for example, carrying out exploratory drillings with a total length of 

200 to 250 km a year. The resultant drilling cores provide information regarding the 

reusable material content, but also the thickness of the deposits. Quite often we en-

counter additional, previously unknown reserves.  

 

The aim of all these efforts is clear: Together with our existing potash capacities, 

each capacity expansion of our own in Germany and abroad prolongs the average 

useful life of our mines, boosts our international competitiveness and consequently 

benefits the whole K+S Group in Europe and overseas. 
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Ecology:

● Halving saline waste water by 2015

● Possibility of cutting thresholds
in the Werra by about a third

● Cessation of previous injection

Growth Requires Balance

Economy/Social:

● Make follow-on approvals possible

● Secure production and jobs in the Hesse-
Thuringia potash district

● Keep value creation in the region

� K+S has developed a way of disposing of future resi dual saline waste water locally 

� For reason of forward-looking due diligence, K+S is  also preparing applications for 
the approval of pipelines

Sustainable Corporate Management
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Growth, Ladies and Gentlemen, also requires balance. Only if the goals of economic 

viability, environmental friendliness and social responsibility can be harmonised in a 

balanced way, is sustainable corporate success possible. 

 

The example of the disposal of saline waste water from our Werra plant makes it 

clear how we are fulfilling this responsibility of sustainable corporate management. 

With our € 360 million package of measures presented in autumn 2008, we have de-

veloped a lasting approach for the disposal of future residual saline waste water, 

which we will implement, as promised, when the corresponding public law permits 

have been granted. 

 

Over the next years, our concept will result in a 50-per cent reduction in saline waste 

water as well as a 30-per cent reduction in the salt concentration of the Werra. The 

aim: north of Bad Karlshafen, the Weser will almost become a river of freshwater 

quality again, and at Bremen, the Weser will, in terms of its salt content, have drink-

ing-water quality. 

 

The individual measures comprise real innovative and sophisticated processes, 

which so far have not been implemented on a large scale by any other potash pro-

ducer. We are thus committing ourselves to Germany as a base and are going to the 

limit of what is technically possible and commercially viable. 

 

However, Ladies and Gentlemen, as this lasting local waste disposal is not yet 

enough for some parties and the approvals for the long term cannot therefore be re-

garded as certain, we are at the same time also preparing applications for approval of 

saline waste water pipelines to the Upper Weser and the North Sea. 

 

We are doing this although the test criteria for pipelines defined with the federal 

states of Hesse and Thuringia and accepted by the Round Table have not yet been 

fulfilled from our point of view. Just like a year ago, there is no common political will 

of all parties involved and affected for the construction of one or another pipeline var-

iant, while the ecological meaningfulness, proportionality and commercial viability, as 

well as its ability to be approved, remain undemonstrated or unclear.   However, this 

has to be the case before a decision on the construction of a pipeline can be made. 
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In plain language: The preparation of the applications does not mean that the deci-

sion in favour of the construction of a pipeline has already been made. Nonetheless, 

we will handle these applications with care and without prejudice, whatever the out-

come, and I add: with great effort. We have created a separate unit for the prepara-

tion of the applications, which will additionally also have to seek considerable exter-

nal support. Nevertheless, preparation will take some time. 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

In a few days, the Round Table will meet for the first time after it made its recom-

mendation in February 2010. It was also the wish of K+S that the body should con-

tinue its work as a competent communication forum with its previous composition. 

This is because, even though now, the dialogue about the protection and improve-

ment measures planned by us will primarily constitute the focus of work, and less the 

commissioning of expert opinions, the institutional continuity of the body underlines 

the continued validity of the common objective: It is the will of all three initiators – 

Hesse, Thuringia and K+S – that the ecological goals, the economic prosperity of the 

region and the securing of jobs and training positions should continue to be given 

equal priority. In future too, the work of the Round Table should be measured in the-

se terms, and in this spirit we wish the body every success! 
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� Ensuring a future generation of employees early on:
Expansion of personnel marketing, recruitment and training

� Development of specialists and managers:
Targeted further training and succession planning across all business segments

� Greater use of the potential of women – in managemen t positions too

Sustainable Personnel Policy
Growth Requires the Future
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 

  

As correct and necessary the coming environmental investments in the Werra are, 

“an investment in knowledge always pays the highest interest!” Benjamin Franklin 

already knew that, and he was right. Only our employees, as well as all those who  

we will be taking on in future, can lead the K+S Group into a successful future. It is 

for this reason that we pursue a sustainable personnel policy , one that is very  

forward-looking.  

 

It begins by ensuring a future generation of employees early on. As a result of demo-

graphic change, many of our training positions and vacancies are today already prov-

ing more difficult to fill. In future, even fewer young people will be available for work-

ing life. We have therefore strengthened our personnel marketing. By means of lec-

tures, professional information days as well as training and university career fairs, we 

are already making pupils and students aware of our Company and communicating a 

clear image of the careers we offer. Equally, we have expanded our links to the 

chambers of commerce and industry as well as to employment agencies. 

 

The development of specialists and managers is and remains a priority for us. Be-

cause throughout the Company we need, on the one hand, specialists, who know 

their craft, and on the other employees, who grow with the tasks they perform and 

are prepared to take on responsibility. That is why we offer occupation-specific, oc-

cupation-transcending as well as IT and language training, so that in future too we 

will be able to fill specialist and management positions primarily from our own ranks. 

With early succession planning in Germany and abroad, we ensure that in future too 

we will have the right employees in the right place. 

 

Moreover, we want to increase the proportion of female employees in our workforce 

as well as in management positions. Until now, at 11 and 7 per cent respectively, the 

proportion has been comparatively low. The main reasons for this are the great ex-

tent to which our Company is characterised by technology and machinery, as well as 

the very high proportion of jobs underground in our mines. Under the legal require-

ments in Germany, for many decades, these areas of activity were largely the pre-
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serve of men. Only in spring 2009 was this provision happily revoked and not re-

placed. 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

We are unequivocally committed to equality of opportunity for women and men at 

work. In a joint declaration by DAX 30 companies, we reaffirmed this only at the end 

of March of this year. In the light of growing bottlenecks when seeking specialists, it is 

essential to make greater use of the potential of women. In many disciplines, women 

today already make up the majority of graduates. In the natural science, engineering 

and technical disciplines that are important for us, female students, however, remain 

strongly underrepresented. In the past, the industry has already done a lot to win 

over young women for such studies, and in future we will continue to further invest in 

this. But this is a task for the whole of society, which cannot be shouldered by one 

company alone. 

 

In order to further improve equality of opportunity in our Company and make it easier 

to combine professional and family life, in 2009, we established, for example, a com-

pany children’s day-care facility at our Kassel site. Furthermore, we offer flexible 

working hours and part-time models, particularly in order to facilitate not only the en-

try of women into our group of companies, but also their promotion into management 

positions.  

 

But one thing is also clear: The starting point for us is different from that for compa-

nies, for example, in the retail or service sector. Thus, there can be no simple solu-

tions when it comes to “women in management positions”. Rigid statutory quotas are 

not suitable for companies, which come in all shapes and sizes, and those for the 

Board of Executive Directors and/or the Supervisory Board do not lead to more future 

female managers either. We therefore reject any form of statutory quota. Instead, we 

will, at the latest by the end of this year, formulate our own company-specific goals 

and be measured against them! In view of the starting situation this will not be a task 

that could be short-term performed. 

 

Here too, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are not relying on symbolism, but on sustain-

able development. Only then can we achieve our goals – on the basis of values and 

a sense of proportion. 
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

Now I shall turn to our business development in 2010, which, as I indicated in my in-

troduction, also has much to do with “growth”. 
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� Broad normalisation
of global fertilizer markets

� Return to normal consumption in
agricultural sector

� Significantly higher fertilizer demand; 
global potash sales volumes almost  
at pre-crisis level

� High utilisation of production
capacities

� Strong salt business

� Very high sales volume of de-icing salt
in Europe 

� First-time inclusion of Morton Salt for a 
whole year

K+S Group
Return to Growth Course in 2010
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Because after 2009, which was a difficult year, the K+S Group has again been on 

course for growth since 2010. 

 

In the fertilizer business , we have profited from the broad normalisation of demand, 

particularly in Europe. Consumption rose in comparison to the previous year, so that 

we were again able to utilise our production capacities at a high level. We have ex-

perienced, in impressive fashion, what we never doubted, even in times of crisis: Min-

eral fertilizers are needed, and they are indispensable for an agricultural sector 

geared towards optimising yields. 

 

Last year, this was even more the case, after in 2009, when a sharp reduction in the 

use of fertilizers in many places had resulted in a relatively low nutrient content of the 

soil and thus to higher yield risks for the farmers for the coming harvests. Addition-

ally, demand for fertilizers was benefiting from the sharp increase in international ce-

real prices starting in the second half of 2010, which increasingly led to the income 

situation of the agricultural sector improving. The consequence: Last year global 

sales volumes of potash achieved a value of 58.3 million tonnes. That is only 

400,000 tonnes less than in 2007, the previous record year. 

 

Our salt business  also performed extremely well. In Europe, both at the start and 

end of the year, we experienced a winter, which was one of the most intensive for 

many years. Demand for de-icing salt throughout the continent rose to previously  

unheard-of levels. But in North America too, we had many reasons to celebrate: 

There, quarter by quarter, our new salt subsidiary Morton Salt provided us with  

significantly positive contributions to value. 
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93.6

445.3

9

2009

+ 40%

+ 205%

2010

+ 376%

� Strong volume-related effect 
in the Potash and Magnesium 
Products and Nitrogen 
Fertilizers business segments

� Significant consolidation
effect in the Salt business 
segment through the first-
time inclusion of Morton Salt 
for a whole year

Key Figures for 2010
Significant Rise in Revenues and Earnings
€ million

Operating
earnings
(EBIT I)

Revenues Group earnings
after taxes,

adjusted

 

 

Our return to the fast lane is also very clearly expressed in the key figures for 2010: 

 

• The revenues  of the K+S Group climbed to about € 5 billion, an increase of  

40 per cent year on year. 

 

• Operating earnings EBIT I  improved even more, reaching € 727 million and 

therefore roughly tripling. 

 

• At € 445 million, adjusted Group earnings after taxes  were even almost five 

times higher. 

 

The main reasons for this growth in revenues and earnings were primarily a strong 

volume-related effect in the Potash and Magnesium Products and Nitrogen Fertilizers 

business segments, but also a significant consolidation effect in the Salt business 

segment due to the first-time inclusion of Morton Salt for a whole year. 
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EBIT margin

Return on equity

Return on total investment

ROCE

Cost of capital before taxes

Value added (€ million)

Margins and Returns Improved Significantly

� Return on capital in all business segments significantly higher than cost of capital

� Sharply improved value added 

2010 2009

14.6%  

18.7%

14.7%

20.9%

9.5%

397.0

6.7%

8.4%

6.9%

9.3%

9.9%

- 16.2

Key Figures for 2010

 

 

In light of the sharply improved earnings position of the K+S Group, it is not surpris-

ing that in 2010 we also achieved far better margins and returns  than in the previous 

year: All returns have more than doubled. 

 

With a ROCE, return on capital employed, of 20.9 per cent, last year we moreover far 

exceeded the costs of capital before taxes of 9.5 per cent, and on this basis achieved 

a value added after the deduction of capital costs of almost € 400 million. It should be 

emphasised that in all business segments we achieved a return above capital costs 

and therefore added value. 
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Dividend
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* In relation to adjusted earnings after taxes

K+S Aktiengesellschaft
Dividends Five Times Higher

� Earnings-based dividend policy continues

� Dividend payout ratio between 40-50%
of adjusted Group earnings after taxes 

*

 

 

We would like to involve you, our shareholders, in this very positive course of busi-

ness in accordance with our established earnings-oriented dividend policy. The 

Board of Executive Directors and the Supervisory Board therefore propose to the  

Annual General Meeting under agenda item 2 that a dividend of € 1.00 per share  

be distributed for the past financial year 2010. In line with the growth in earnings 

achieved last year, this would be five times higher than the preceding dividend  

payout.  

 

As today we do not hold any shares of our own – the shares, which we acquired for 

employee shares, have in the meantime been sold to the employees or returned to 

the market –, the total dividend to be distributed would be € 191.4 million. A dividend 

payout rate of 43 per cent would be within the payout corridor of 40 to 50 per cent of 

the adjusted K+S Group earnings that we essentially seek to achieve. 

 

That way we ensure that our shareholders participate fairly in profits and that the 

Company can create reserves for future growth, but also for temporary crises that 

cannot be ruled out. 
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All Business Segments Contribute to Success 
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Products
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Key Figures for 2010

Potash and 
Magnesium

Products

Nitrogen
Fertilizers

Salt Complementary
Business
Segments

● Acquisition of Morton Salt makes 
revenue distribution more balanced

� Between the Potash and Magnesium 
Products and Salt business segments

� Between Europe and overseas

● Strong improvements in operating earnings
in all business segments

● Second-best earnings for Potash and 
Magnesium Products business segment; 
best earnings for Salt business segment

 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

The significant increase in revenues and earnings of the K+S Group is also reflected 

in the key figures of the individual business areas: Without exception, all business 

segments achieved strong improvements in operating earnings and thus contributed 

to the overall success of the Group. 

 

The highest earnings  growth was recorded by the Potash and Magnesium Products 

business segment, which achieved its second-best ever result. The Nitrogen Fertiliz-

ers business segment once again achieved a significant increase in earnings, while 

the Salt business segment even set a new record, naturally with the benefit of the 

first-time inclusion of Morton Salt for a whole year. 

 

In terms of revenues , the acquisition of the US salt producer made a decisive contri-

bution to the relationship between the Potash and Magnesium Products and the Salt 

business segments now being relatively balanced. At 37 per cent, the Potash and 

Magnesium Products business segment was only just ahead of the Salt business 

segment last year, which generated 35 per cent of total revenues. In terms of re-

gional distribution too, Group revenues are now very balanced between Europe and 

overseas: In 2010, revenues in the overseas markets accounted for 47 per cent and 
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therefore almost half of total revenues. With such a balanced distribution of revenues, 

our commercial risk is well-diversified. 
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Let us look in more detail at the main developments, which determined the course of 

business in our core business sectors in 2010.  

 

In the Fertilizers business sector , the broad normalisation of demand resulted in us 

being able to increase our sales volume by more than 40 per cent overall in compari-

son to a weak 2009. 

 

The sales volume of our Potash and Magnesium Products  rose especially strongly 

in Europe, – more than doubling. As regards our most significant product in terms of 

volumes, potassium chloride, the sales volume in Europe even increased by 260 per 

cent. Overseas, our potash sales volume increased by almost a quarter, after it had 

declined far less in the previous year than in Europe. 

 

At the end of the day, the business segment managed to roughly double its operating 

earnings EBIT I to about € 476 million, despite lower average prices. Our business 

with Nitrogen Fertilizers developed in a similarly positive way last year: In addition to 
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higher sales volumes, we also profited from price increases for straight nitrogen fertil-

izers and ammonium sulphate, which were able to more than make up for increases 

in raw material costs, and benefited from significantly lower input costs for complex 

fertilizers.  

 

It is therefore no surprise that in this business segment we achieved a turnaround 

last year, and naturally we are very pleased with this. After a negative figure for the 

previous year of € (108) million, which, however, was adversely affected by high non-

recurrent effects, operating earnings EBIT I rose to € 56 million. 
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In our Salt business segment , the past year was characterised by an exceptionally 

strong winter road clearance business in Europe. You may remember: Already the 

previous winter of 2009/2010 had set a new benchmark for European de-icing salt 

producers. But what happened to the continent last winter, specifically in December 

2010, again far exceeded the experiences of the previous year: While the multi-year 

average and thus the sales volume budget for our European salt subsidiary esco 

stood at around 2 million tonnes, in 2010 alone more than double that volume was 

sold here. 
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The winter in North America in 2010 was not so dramatic: In the US, the first quarter 

was relatively normal, in Canada the weather was even very mild. You will doubtless 

recall the exceptionally mild days during the Winter Olympics. In terms of early stock-

ing-up, the position was thus made more difficult for suppliers in relation to the local 

invitations to tender by still relatively high stocks on the East Coast. In the fourth 

quarter, a relatively late onset of winter meant that while demand improved in com-

parison to the weak same quarter in the previous year, it was nonetheless below the 

multi-year average. 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

Already this brief account of very different weather patterns in Europe and North 

America leads one to suspect that it can be advantageous to operate in several re-

gions with wintry conditions. The acquisition of Morton Salt has, in the best sense, 

weakened the susceptibility to fluctuation of our de-icing salt business. I will return to 

this later. 

 

In the case of food grade and industrial salts, last year, we recorded stable overall 

demand, while there was a mixed picture for salts for chemical use: In Europe, the 

sales volume normalised in the context of a consolidating economic recovery in North 

America, however, demand still remained behind expectations. 

 

Overall, the Salt business segment achieved operating earnings EBIT I of € 238 mil-

lion. Morton Salt contributed € 102 million or almost half of this. This is, I believe, a 

result that we can be very proud of. 
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

Let us now take a look at 2011 – how did we start the current year? 
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� Persistent strong demand 
for fertilizers

� High agricultural price level favours
income prospects of farmers

� Continued strong utilisation of 
production capacities

� Moderately rising fertilizer prices

� Another above-average de-icing salt
business in 1st quarter

� European winter road clearance 
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� Strong winter on US East Coast
and in Canada
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To put it into just one sentence: The start has been more than successful! 
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In the Fertilizers business sector , the first quarter of 2011 continued was character-

ised by continued strong demand. The unchanged high level of agricultural prices 

favoured the income prospects of the agricultural sector, so that there is a clear in-

centive to raise yields per hectare through the increased use of fertilizers. Industrial 

products also showed very good gains. For both potash and magnesium products 

and nitrogen fertilizers, this resulted in a very high utilisation of production capacities 

throughout the world. 

 

This environment also favoured the price development for potassium chloride: After 

already in 2010, the trend became moderately upward again after the economy had 

bottomed out, we were able to gradually further raise prices this year too, in harmony 

with the price development on overseas markets. However, there will be no rapid re-

turn to the potash prices seen in boom year 2008. From our perspective, a sustain-

able price policy is more important than drastic price increases, which could jeopard-

ise market equilibrium. We hope that our competitors will also take a similar view. 

 

In the Salt business sector , in the first quarter we again profited in Europe from 

above-average demand for de-icing salt, which was, however, significantly below the 

record level of the previous year. Also on the East Cost of the United States and in 

Canada, the wintry weather conditions there triggered above-average demand for our 

tried-and-tested gritting materials. 
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1,533.6

1,776.5

267.7

384.3

175.8

272.0

Significant Revenue and Strong Earnings Increase

Operating
earnings
(EBIT I)

Revenues Group earnings
after taxes,

adjusted

Q1/2011 

Key Figures for 1st Quarter 2011

€ million
Q1/2010

+ 16% + 44%

+ 55%
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This all resulted in key figures for the first quarter of 2011, which significantly ex-

ceeded the expectations of the capital market and resulted in the ad-hoc notification 

of 2 May: 

 

• At almost € 1.8 billion, the revenues  of the K+S Group for the quarter were at 

about 16 per cent above last year’s figure, 

 

• Operating earnings EBIT I  achieved € 384 million and thus managed to increase 

even by 44 per cent in comparison to the same quarter a year ago, 

 

• and adjusted Group earnings after taxes  rose strongly: They totalled € 272 mil-

lion, which is 55 per cent more than in the previous year. 
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107.9
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202.4
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Revenues Operating earnings (EBIT I)

€ million

616.4

385.5

498.4

33.2

682.5

484.1

571.7

38.1

+ 26% + 11% + 15%

Potash and 
Magnesium

Products

Nitrogen
Fertilizers

+ 15%

Salt Complementary
Business
Segments

+ 27%+ 34% + 242% + 29%

Q1/2011

Q1/2010

€ million

Q1/2011

Q1/2010

Potash and 
Magnesium

Products

Nitrogen
Fertilizers

Salt Complementary
Business
Segments

All Business Segments Successful Again
Key Figures for 1st Quarter 2011

● Significantly positive price effects in the
Potash and Magnesium Products and
Nitrogen Fertilizers business segments

● Significant price- and volume-related
increase in Salt business segment

● Significant price-related increases
in the Potash and Magnesium Products and 
Nitrogen Fertilizers business segments

● Disapparance of one-time effects charged to
profit or loss in Salt business segment

 

 

Once again, all areas of work contributed to the positive overall development. 

 

In the case of revenues , the Potash and Magnesium Products and Nitrogen Fertiliz-

ers business segments achieved significant increases, after the prices for fertilizers 

had increased in comparison to the same quarter last year. The Salt business seg-
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ment too managed to grow its revenues significantly, also due to price factors, but 

also on the basis of higher volumes. 

 

In the case of operating earnings EBIT I  too, all business segments improved in 

comparison to the previous year’s figures. While the Potash and Magnesium Prod-

ucts and Nitrogen Fertilizers business segments were able to grow their earnings on 

the basis of the aforementioned price development, in the Salt business segment 

primarily the disappearance of one-time effects charged to income produced signifi-

cantly higher earnings after the already very strong same quarter of the previous 

year. 
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Report of the Board of Executive Directors

A. Experience Growth – Sustainable Growth

B.1 Financial year 2010

B.2 Start to the new financial year (1st quarter)

B.3 Outlook for 2011 as a whole
Directions for the future

C. Discussion of the proposed resolutions

Annual General Meeting 2011

 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

How do the prospects for 2011 as a whole now look, and how do we lay the ground-

work for the future? 
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Outlook for 2011 as a Whole

● Revenues should rise significantly in
comparison to figure for previous year

+++ Potash and Magnesium Products
+++ Nitrogen Fertilizers
o Salt
+ Complementary Business Segments

● Operating earnings likely to rise
strongly

++++ Potash and Magnesium Products
++ Nitrogen Fertilizers
– Salt
+ Complementary Business Segments

Trend in each case in comparison to previous year:
o: unchanged;   –/+: slight to moderate;   – –/++: tangible;
– – –/+++: significant;   – – – –/++++: strong

Significant Revenue and Strong Earnings Increase

 

 

After everything, which we have seen, 2011 should be another good year for the K+S 

Group. Not only in the case of Potash and Magnesium Products , but also in that of 

Nitrogen Fertilizers , we expect a continuation of the positive development of de-

mand with corresponding effects on the price level. In the Salt business , owing to 

the good start both in Europe and North America due to weather conditions, we are 

expecting a stable sales volume at a high level in comparison to peak year 2010. 

 

With regard to revenues , K+S now expects a significant increase for 2011 as a 

whole. In comparison to our forecast of this March, we have thus even raised our out-

look: In the Potash and Magnesium Products and Nitrogen Fertilizers business seg-

ments we expect a significant increase in revenues, while revenues in the Salt busi-

ness sector should remain at the same high level. 

 

As the expected increase in costs will probably lag behind the increase in revenues, 

from today’s perspective operating earnings EBIT I  should increase strongly in 

comparison to the figure for the previous year. This is primarily due to a probably 

strong growth in earnings in the Potash and Magnesium Products business segment 

as well as a tangible improvement in operating earnings in the Nitrogen Fertilizers 

business segment. However, the operating earnings of the Salt business segment 
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are likely to decrease moderately in comparison to the peak year 2010, due to higher 

freight costs and sales of stocks. 

 

The dramatically higher operating earnings EBIT I of the K+S Group and an improved 

financial result should also lead to a strong increase in adjusted earnings per 

share , and thus also benefit the ability of the dividend  to be distributed. 

 

Of course, some assumptions need to be fulfilled for this forecast to be accom-

plished. In that regard, I refer you to our quarterly report, which is hot off the press. 
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Favourable Prospects
Global Potash Market

Global potash capacities,
production and sales volume

Incl. potassium sulphate and potash grades with lower K2O 
content; capacity development 2010-2014 based on IFA 
supply capability data 

Sources: IFA, K+S

� With demand as of 2011
growth rates of 3-5% p.a.
again expected

� Sustainable high utilisation
of potash production capacities

Production

Capacities

Sales vol.

 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

Beyond 2011 too, we are expecting a further increase in demand for fertilizers be-

cause the need for cereals and other agricultural raw materials continues to rise. The 

world's populations grows every day, moreover, in many countries with growing 

prosperity more and more meat and milk products are being consumed. The livestock 

necessary for this requires corresponding amounts of feed.  
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However, the areas under cultivation can only be extended to a very limited extent, 

because noteworthy suitable reserves of land no longer exist in many parts of the 

world. The only realistic option remains increasing productivity on the already existing 

fields by using advanced, methods of cultivation, high-resistance plants and a very 

balanced application of mineral fertilizers. 

 

Against this backdrop, in particular, demand for potash fertilizers  should continue to 

grow. Global potash sales volumes of 58 to 60 million tonnes seems realistic to us for 

the current year 2011 already.  

 

Assuming this level, in the coming years, we expect a return to annual growth rates 

of 3 to 5 per cent. The capacities of potash producers will therefore remain well util-

ised over the long term. 
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� Infrastructure works and preparations for first drilings already underway

� Examination of optimisation approaches of existing feasibility study should be completed 
during the course of the 2nd half of 2011

� On the basis of the existing resource basis and granted environmental permit, Legacy offers
potential for gradual expansion of production by significantly over 2.7 million t. of KCl per year

Located in the Heart of Saskatchewan’s Potash-Rich Basin

Regina

Two additional potash permit areas in the Esterhazy  potash region

22

Potash and Magnesium Products
Preparations for Construction of
New Potash Plant Started

The “Legacy Project“ is 

an advanced

greenfield project

for the construction of a

solution mine in

Saskatchewan/Canada

Southern area of potash belt of Saskatchewan

 

 

We believe that this also will be the case in 2015 when our new potash plant in the 

Canadian province of Saskatchewan will commence production. The so-called “Leg-

acy Project”, a greenfield project for the construction of a solution mine that has 

reached a well advanced stage in planning and legal approval, offers the potential for 

a gradual setup of potash production by significantly more than 2.7 million tonnes of 
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potassium chloride per year, owing to the existing resource basis and the granted 

environmental permit. 

 

The initial infrastructure work and the preparations for the first drillings are already 

underway. The planned technology, solution mining, which is not possible every-

where, permits a faster commencement of production, a more flexible starting curve 

of production and the mining of lower-lying deposits than do conventional mining 

techniques. 

 

The examination of the optimisation approaches of the existing feasibility study 

should be completed during the course of the second half of 2011. With the corre-

sponding investment decisions behind us, it should then be possible to really get go-

ing after the Canadian winter in spring of next year!  

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, With this “Legacy Project”, we are also utilising the experi-

ence of our salt subsidiary Morton Salt: The company operates in the USA and in 

Canada, for example, eight plants on the basis of solution mining, and with its Cana-

dian subsidiary Canadian Salt it has local knowledge at its disposal, which we have 

no longer had for many years. An advantage that nobody had taken into considera-

tion when Morton Salt was acquired. 
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Globally Unique Network
Salt

� With esco, SPL, ISCO and Morton Salt 
internationally excellently positioned

• Regional balance of the
business

• Flexible possibilities to respond to
peaks in demand

� In the extreme winter 2010/11, esco
was able to maintain its ability to supply 
through deliveries from Chile,
North America and the Potash and
Magnesium Products business segment

� By 2013, we will increase our de-icing
salt stocks in Europe by additional up to
200,000 tonnes to about 1.1 million tonnes

SPL harbour, Patillos, Chile
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But also independently of this, Morton Salt is an optimal addition to our existing busi-

ness, the acquisition has further enhanced our portfolio. In total, with esco, SPL,  

ISCO and Morton Salt, we are very well positioned in Europe, North and South Amer-

ica as the world’s largest salt producer.  

 

Due to our unique network of production facilities on three continents, we can re-

spond more flexibly to fluctuations in demand for de-icing salt than can local competi-

tors. That already paid off last winter, when we faced considerable bottlenecks in Eu-

rope. Within a few weeks, we brought 15 shiploads of de-icing salt from Chile and the 

Bahamas to Europe. Thus, in spite of enormous demand, we were normally able to 

supply our customers in accordance with their agreements, to therefore stand out 

from the competition and carry out additional business. 

 

Nonetheless, in light of the enormous demand in Europe, over many weeks, de-icing 

salt was in short supply, although our German rock salt sites had already been pro-

ducing with additional personnel continuously and at full capacity since December 

2009 and we had significantly increased our storage capacities.  

 

However, that was not enough for many. There was much criticism of the German 

salt producers and some critics put the case for a “national salt reserve”. Allow me to 

say even in these (beautiful) May days: If all the customers for de-icing salt had done 

their homework, things would have turned out differently. Last summer, the confer-

ence of transport ministers of the federal states recommended that reserves be es-

tablished early on and that appropriate storage capacities be created. And the con-

ference reaffirmed its recommendation in October. 

 

However, not much has happened thereafter, at least by far not everywhere. Accord-

ing to a sample survey carried out by the Düsseldorf-based newspaper “Rheinische 

Post”, only 20 per cent of those towns surveyed had the required minimum stocks, 

and many municipalities did not even have half the recommended amounts in stock. 

 

All this leads us to the conclusion to increase our stocks in Europe by a further 

200,000 tonnes to about 1.1 million tonnes, and we wait eagerly, Ladies and Gentle-

men, what the customers for de-icing salt will do! 
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Our dual-pillar strategy provides for
management resources and financial
means to be focused particularly on
Potash and Magnesium Products and Salt

� Examination of sale of COMPO;
(announcement in June 2010)

• Decision mid-2011

� No acquisition of BASF production facilities
for nitrogen fertilizers, which are for sale

• Existing supply relationship cannot be
terminated before 31 December 2014

Examination of Sale of COMPO / Cooperation with BASF 
Focus on the Core Business

BASF-Stammwerk LudwigshafenBASF parent plant Ludwigshafen

COMPO logistics centre Münster

 

 

Dear Shareholders, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

Where does your Company stand today strategically and what direction should it take 

in the coming decades? 

 

In comparison to our international fertilizer competitors, the K+S Group is almost 

unique in the world, thanks to the combination of potash and salt. Because it offers, 

as indicated in relation to our “Legacy Project”, for example on the production side 

impressive synergies in terms of technology, mining and geology, and does almost 

perfectly complement each other on the sales side: Thus, the fertilizers business, 

which is dependent on economic trends, is balanced by the relatively crisis-proof, but 

weather-dependent salt business. This combination was and is so convincing to us 

that we have decided, within the framework of our dual-pillar strategy, to concentrate 

our management resources and financial means on the two segments Potash and 

Magnesium Products and Salt. 

 

For this reason, in June 2010, we initiated the examination of a sale of COMPO. In 

preparation, in the second half of 2010, we developed a concept for a company-law 

and corporate carve-out. At the start of this year, contact was made with potential 
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interested parties. The sale process is going according to plan. We assume that we 

will have an outcome in the foreseeable future. 

 

For the same reason, we have decided not to try to acquire the production facilities 

for nitrogenous fertilizers put on sale by BASF at the start of March, although our 

K+S Nitrogen obtains the majority of its products from these facilities. Regardless of 

this, we continue to utilise this source. The contracts cannot be terminated until 31 

December 2014. Of course, we are following the sale process of BASF intensively, 

which is, after all, intended to end with the sale of the activities to a strategic buyer, 

and thus a competitor of K+S Nitrogen. And of course we are considering intensively 

which options result for our K+S Nitrogen and its employees, as carefully as we do in 

the case of COMPO.  

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

Also this March, BASF sold its holding of K+S shares of about ten per cent. We re-

spect this step and well understand the reasons given for it. According to BASF itself, 

it has thus improved its own balance sheet by using the proceeds of the sale to pay 

off debts. 

 

At the same time, an almost 40-year relationship came to an end, in which many a 

success story was written together. Over those four decades, in which BASF pro-

vided loyal support even in stormy times, K+S developed from being an associated 

company into an agile DAX-listed company. One with leading market positions 

around the globe. The shared past with BASF has, without doubt, contributed to the 

success of the K+S Group, and we are grateful for that! 

 

But BASF should also be able to take a positive view: In 1997, the Ludwigshafen-

based chemicals group began to gradually offload its responsibility for “Potash and 

Salt” and sell off packages of shares. With a capital gain before taxes of about € 900 

million alone for the share package most recently sold, BASF should have achieved a 

multiple of the historical acquisition values. That this is fact, is the result of our devel-

opment and of this we can be proud! 
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K+S Group
Optimism for the Future

� Need for raw materials for industry and
agriculture will increase further

� K+S is well positioned, and we have
good positions in our markets

� Globally over 15,000 employees
committed to the success of our
Company

� The right prerequisites for a successful  
continuation of our growth course!

 

 

Dear Shareholders, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

“Experience growth”, “Sustainable growth” – I am convinced that both of these can 

and will be achieved by us in future too. Because the prerequisites for a successful 

continuation of our growth course are the right ones: The need of industry and agri-

culture for raw materials will continue to rise over the medium and long term, and 

your K+S Group is well positioned. We have good positions in our markets. 

 

All of this would, however, not be sufficient if we were not, at the same time, able to 

rely on our effective team. Day in, day out, we experience how our growth and suc-

cess are to a great extent based on the commitment, entrepreneurial sense and team 

spirit of our employees! In the past year too, they have demonstrated great flexibility 

during the heavy utilisation of our plants, implemented many projects and, not least, 

once again displayed a great deal of care in relation to work safety.  

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I am surely also speaking on your behalf when I take this op-

portunity to express my wholehearted thanks to our more than 15,000 team players.  
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Report of the Board of Executive Directors

A. Experience Growth – Sustainable Growth

B.1 Financial year 2010

B.2 Start to the new financial year (1st quarter)

B.3 Outlook for 2011 as a whole
Directions for the future

C. Discussion of the proposed resolutions

Annual General Meeting 2011

 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

In conclusion, allow me to make a few comments regarding the main resolutions pro-

posed on today’s agenda. As regards agenda item 2, our dividend proposal, I have 

already made some statements, and therefore I shall restrict myself here to agenda 

items 6 and 7. 

 

Before that, however, just the information that to date, the Board of Executive Direc-

tors has made no use of the authorisation granted by the last Annual General Meet-

ing to purchase shares of the Company. 
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ITEM 6:

Conversion from bearer shares to
registered shares 

� At almost the same cost, bearer shares
offer far more transparency and
possibilities for analysis

� Bearer shares are the more contemporary
type of share and preferred by the capital
market

ITEM 7:

Conveying information by means of
remote data transmission

Annual General Meeting 2011
Explanation of the Proposed Resolutions

 

 

But now to agenda item 6;  here, we propose that the existing bearer shares be con-

verted into registered shares.  

 

Our goal was and is to communicate with you, dear shareholders, in a trusting, open 

and efficient way. With our existing type of share, the bearer share, this communica-

tion is complicated and the use of new media proves to be extremely difficult. Pre-

cisely during the invitation process for the Annual General Meeting, this becomes 

clear again every year. As in the case of registered shares all shareholders are en-

tered in the share register, it would be possible for us in future to invite you directly to 

the Annual General Meeting. The “lengthy detour” via the depository banks would no 

longer need to be taken. This would make it far easier for you, our shareholders, to 

register and to vote. Admittedly, the conversion to registered shares involves one-time 

costs, but the ongoing costs of the registered share are tangibly lower than those as-

sociated with the bearer share. In recent years, these advantages have motivated 

more and more joint stock corporations to switch to registered shares. The ratio on the 

DAX is now already equal.  

 

Furthermore, under agenda item 7 , we are proposing a resolution for you to decide 

on whether we should be able to convey information to you by means of remote data 

transmission.  
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This would, for example, enable us to invite you to the AGM electronically. Only, of 

course, if you want! This process too can be carried out simply and at low cost with 

the registered share.  

 

Further information regarding the registered share can be found at the Investor Rela-

tions stand. There our employees will be happy to answer your questions. 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

I would kindly like to ask you to vote for both the resolutions proposed by the Board 

of Executive Directors and the Supervisory Board. The registered share offers far 

more transparency, makes it possible to carry out direct, more efficient and therefore 

contemporary communication with shareholders and is preferred by the capital mar-

ket. Conveying information by means of remote data transmission is already suc-

cessfully practised by numerous companies.     

 

I would already like to thank you wholeheartedly for your support. 

  

I would like to thank you, dear shareholders, for your attention and especially for your 

trust, support and open dialogue in the past financial year. We will all continue to 

work hard together to justify this trust in future too. 

 

Many thanks and good luck! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This presentation contains facts and forecasts that relate to the future development of the K+S Group 
and its companies. The forecasts are estimates that we have made on the basis of all the information 
available to us at this moment in time. Should the assumptions underlying these forecasts prove not to 
be correct or risks arise – examples of which are mentioned in the risk report – actual developments 
and events may deviate from current expectations. Outside the legally prescribed regulations on publi-
cation, the Company is under no obligation to update the statements included in this presentation. 
 


